
NEXEO® | Core
Enables a modern 
implementation of the classic 
drive-thru experience with 
second-generation wideband 
HD audio to further improve 
sound quality for both 
employees and customers, 
as well as ease-of-use 
enhancements to improve the 
day-to-day crew experience.

The total solution for restaurant 
communication. NEXEO connects all 
staff, either working the drive-thru or 
other stations, and helps them engage 
with unique features such as 1:1 and 
1:Group communication. NEXEO also 
offers one-of-its-kind features such as 
voice commands and ZOOM Nitro® 
Timer integration to enable your 
restaurant to run more efficiently. 

Going beyond what is already 
offered in NEXEO, NEXEO Pro 
offers the greatest operational 
efficiency on the market by 
enabling seamless third-party 
integrations, including the latest 
voice AI technology and other 
store systems to provide crews 
with real-time actionable alerts 
when it matters most. 

NEXEO® NEXEO® | Pro

The NEXEO communication platform is now available 
in three product tiers, each uniquely created to address 
a specific market demand, making NEXEO the first 
ever configurable headset system ideal for any type of 
restaurant, regardless of size or layout. NEXEO is truly the 
total solution for restaurant communication that grows 
with our customers and makes it easy to upgrade as 
customer needs evolve.
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NEXEO | HDXTM

COMMUNICATION PLATFORM

ONE PLATFORM, THREE SOLUTIONS.



Features NEXEO Core NEXEO NEXEO Pro

Max Talkers 4 10 10
Max Listeners 10 100 100
Batteries Included 
per Headset 1 1.5 1.5

Remote Transceivers 1  
(Dual Lane up to 2) Up to 4 Up to 4

Diagnostics   
Message Center   
TI7000 (Telephone Interface) Compatible   
Remote Management & Troubleshooting   
Firmware Upgrades   
Estate Management   
Advanced Network Security   

Y/Tandem/Dual
 
with additional  
one-time fee

 
with additional  
one-time fee

 
with additional  
one-time fee

Ceiling Speaker Compatible X  
Crew Profiles X  
1:1 Calling and 1:Group Calling X  
Additional Non-Drive-Thru Channels X  
Voice Commands X  
ZOOM Nitro Alerts X  
Text & Connect X  
3rd Party Alerts X X 
Voice AI Ordering (VAIO) Integration X X 
Advanced Telemetry for VAIO X X 
AI Voice Assistant Ready X X 
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